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NOMBNCLATURB 

d characteristic depth ot lake model 

1 Proude nmber, u2 /gd 

\ denaimetric P'roude n1111ber, u2 /g' d 

ii' Froude-Reynolds number, (g~3/2)/A(' 

F~ R densimetric Froude-Reynolds number, ( ( g' )!s l 312) /-"r 

g gravitational constant 

g' eftective gravitational constant, g/J.J' J' 
H depth 

· fJ. characteristic length 

i 

Ri 

Reynolds number, 

Richardson number, 

t characteristic time 

u characteristic velocity 

U velocity 

U densimetric velocity, (g' H)\ 

V* nondimensional velocity, U/Ui 

y vertical dimension 

Y* nondimensional depth, D/Dt 

W* nondimensional width, W/Wt 

Greek .Letters 

t:,. difference 

.A..t dynamic viscosity of the fluid 



--v' kinE>r.u,tic vi s~~osity of the :fl uld 

f density of the fluid 

r shearing stress per unit area 

Subscripts 

A deep model· - 12 inch 

B shallow model -.6 inch 

i inlet 

i.n interface 

t total 



CHAPTER I 

IN'fRODtt:TION 

Problem Statement 

The purpose o~ this experimental investigation was to deter

mine the effect of vertical scale exaggeration in free surface 

hvdraulic models. Speci:fically, this was to determine whether a 

hydraulic model could be scaled in a manner where the scale factor 

of the vertical direction wauld not be as small as for the hori

zontal direction. 

The word model is used in the restricted sense ot an attempt 

at a smaller scale simulation of a large and nearly always unique, 

natural or artificial hydraulic system. For this investigation 

the hydraulic system is taken to be an idealized strati.tied lake 

with a river channel inflow configuration. 

In hydraulic systems such as lakes with relatively large 

horizontal lengths, the depths are usually quite small. When 

these systems are modeled by scaling these dimensions down with 

the same scaling parameter, this results in models that are very 

shallow, so that .frictional forces dominate, resulting in an 

inaccurate model of the prototype. Therefore, exaggeration of the 

vertical scale to give an acceptable depth in the model bas been 

utilized in various .hydraulic studies, but this technique is not 

universally supported as beingac;:curate. 

, 
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The 1,JF'.k o:f universal acceptance of the concept of vertical 

scale exaggeration is the motivation for this experimental study, 

In this investigation, £low patterns were established in a 

prototype model of a stratified lake and the flow patterns were 

simulated in another stratified lake model which had an exag

geration of the vertical scale. It was then attempted to relate 

the observed flow pattern and velocity pro:files at selected 

locations in the prototype model to those at the same corres

ponding locations in the exaggerated model. 

Background 

The lack ot universal acceptance o.f the vertical scale exag

ger~tion concept stems from the :fact that any modeling technique 

employed is a compromise at best. The relative importance pla.ced 

on the interaction of the various pairs of forces in a fluid flow 

sit:uation is the basis for the dispute, 

The power of the method of models in solving problems in 

free boundary hydra.ulics has been demonstrated in thousands o~ 

successful studies. lf these modeling techniques are examined 

in detail, it is found that where gravi tat:ional. fo1·ces predominate 

and a fixed containing boundary is used, there :is consistent 

agreement between the model and the prototype, so long as various 

well established precautions are 'taken i.n the design and use of 

the model. Where frictional forces have the same order of in

fluence as the gravitational forces, success has also been met 

with, but to a lesser extent. In many cases involving large but 
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relatively shallow prototypes, success has been dependent on the 

method of exaggeration of the vertical scale in comparison with 

the horizontal scale of the model. 

At present, the school of thought that backs the utilization 

of vertical sc-1,e exaggeration are mainly researchers in Bngland 

and Australia. In open literature there are many studies con-

tributed by the researchers in these countries that have proven 

to be quite successful. Most notable of these studies are those 

by Barr L-3, 4, s, 1 and 8_/, and the work by Price and Kendrick 

/-26 /. Most of these model studies were made to simulate the - -
effects of thermal discharge into rivers and tidal estuaries and 

the mechanism of exchange flow in estuaries. They have reported 

that due to the large horizontal dimensions involved, vertical 

scale exaggeration could be utilized very successful.ly with care-

ful consideration of the effects of exaggeration. 

The researchers that dispute the validity of exaggeration are 

mainly from France. Most of their investigations deal with model 

studies of large hydraulic systems, such as large estuaries and 

rivers, with regard to the overall redesign of these systems. 

Sinc:e they dispute the problem concept, their models are scaled 

on the basis of the natural model scaling parameter, i.e., all 

dimensions are scaled proportionally with regard to the actual 

hydraulic systems dimensions. This has resulted in models that 

are quite large, because of the need to have the vertical di-

mension large enough that frictional effects will not be inaccurate. 

In the United States there have been reports by researchers 
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who follow both li.nes of reasoning. Fischer and Holly L-13_/ re

ported that the vertical scale exaggeration concept is not fea

sible, but they approached this argument with a one-dimensional 

analytical study. Miner, Hinley and Cayot L-22_/ have reported 

success with the use of the exaggeration concept in a comparison 

study between a model and a prototype which investigated thermal 

discharges. No reports appeared in the.literature on the utili

zation of vertical scale exaggeration with stratified lake models 

as pursued in this report. The only studies related to this 

investigation dealt with the consideration of a homogenous body 

of water with an ild'low ot a different density. 

Scope of the Present Study 

To validate the concept of vertical scale exaggeration in 

stratified lake models, two idealized models were constructed for 

testing purposes. Specifically, the lake models were designed to 

allow the visualization of the distribution and mixing patterns 

resulting from dye traced inflows into various types of lake 

stratification. 

The two lake models were constructed to have geometric 

similarity in all respects except for the vertical scale. One 

lake was considered as the prototype model with a natural scali.ng 

parameter and the other model bad a vertical scale exaggeration 

of twice the natural scale. 

The investigation is limited because only one type of ver

tical scale exaggeration was utilized, but with a large range 

ot variation in f'low patterns available. Along with the various 
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types of stratification that could be set u.p in the lake models, 

it was felt that this 1ROuld lead to a determination of the criti

cal parameters and thelr effect on the proper simulation between 

models. 

To determine the validity of the scale exaggeraH.on concept 

it was crucial to determine the velocity profiles for selected 

locations corresponding betwee~ the two models :for the same basic 

flow situations. This was accomplished by testing one model 

with a specified flow configuz-ati.on and recording the visual 

traces of the dye patterns. The same :flow configuration wastes

ted on the other m~del wi.th the :flow parameters adjusted suitably 

and again the flow patterns were recorded. The data was then 

corrected with regard to proper scaling and the velocity profiles 

for the specified locations compared. 

To properly nodel a specified flow conf;guration in the exag

gerated model it was necessary to develop a modeling technique 

that would adjust the various control parameters to yield a flow 

situation as developed in the prototype model, The de'ilelopment 

ot the modeling theory and technique is presented in Chapter 11 

c,f this report. 

A detailed explanation ot the experimental testing .facilities 

that were constructed to determine the validity, of the p1toblem 

considered, i.s presentl?.d :in Chapter :ttt, Also p:reseti!t<e,d are 

sections concerned with the testing procedures~ th,e, data col= 

lection systems, and ·thf~ data reduction ·techniques" 

Chapter IV gives the results of the experimental t.esting 
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along with the types of tests utilized. A detailed discussion ot 

the results and the significance of the variance of the similitude 

parameters is presented in Chapter V. A summation of the Work 

of this investigation and the major conclusions developed during 

this report is presented in Chapter VI. 

Relevance 

This experimental investigation has application to the deve

lopment o:f modeling techniques for stratified lake models. Vali

dation of the vertical scale exaggeration concept for these types 

of models wauld enable researchers to design models that would 

be of laboratory size, whereas natural scale models would tend 

to be quite large and thereby would require a greater expenditure 

in terms o:f funds and space required for the same type of inves

tigation. This would aid in the development of accurate models 

of lakes and reservoirs, in particular, the study of the fluid 

mechanics within these models. The use of stratified lake models 

is relatively a recent research development. This concept in 

lake modeling is a more realistic method in terms of developing 

an accurate model of a real lake situation, since most lakes are 

stratified to some extent. Most 0£ the previous model studies 

in this area dealt primarily with a lake model ot one density, 

i.e., a homogenous lake, and simulating various types 0£ inflows 

by introduction of a fluid of another density. 

From these model studies the many aspects of the lake's 

dynamic flow system can be determined with regard to vad.ous 

types of inflows. Proposed .lake modi:fication of designs could be 



tested by the simulation of the dispers1 on and mixing patterns 

of different irulows. The results of this type of simulation 

could then be extrapolated to a real lake situation, thus 

enabling the best design to be selected without actual testing 

in the real lake. 

7 

The success of a lake or reservoir design could be enhanced 

by the use of lake models utilizing vertical scale exaggeration. 

These types of models could also be used in the development of 

lake or reservoir preservation programs and for water quality 

maintenance. 



CHAPTER II 

MOD.BLU«; THEORY 

This chapter presents the development of the modeling theory 

utilized in this investigation. Consideration is given to the 

various forces acting on the fluids in this problem and the deve

lopment of similitude n\Dllbers which are representative of these 

forces. 

Previous Research 

Exchange flows in stratified systems have aroused spasmodic 

interest during the past forty years or so; O'Brien and Cherno 

L-23J, Yih L3l .J, and Keulegan L-17 J .have described experimental 

studies, while Keulegan L-11J and ~hij.f and Schonfeld /_-21J have 

given analytical approaches to this type of flow. It is one facet 

of the group pnenomena variously known as density currents, stra

tified flows, sub-surface flows or internal flows. The existence 

of parallels between sub-surface and free surface hydraulic oc

currences has been stressed by various writers, notably Keulegan 

L-r,J and more recently Harleman /-1sJ. It is, however, impor

tant to remember that in practical circumstances small density 

difference phenomena are normally observed as between miscible 

fluids; fresh and salt water or warmer and colder water, wamer 

A 
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and colder air, or between a'ir and other gases. In the laboratory 

miscible liquids may be used, as in the studies mentioned above. 

The utilization of scale exaggeration was reported in 

Kr.•u l egan' s !... 1 7 _I studies and al so by Barr !...-7 J as being a work-

abJ. (• concept so long as the conclusion 0£ the e.ffects of exag-

gerat.i on were taken into account. Fischer and Holly /-13 7 - -
disagreed with the concept in their paper on dispersion studies. 

Theory Development 

To investigate the validity of vertical scale exaggeration, 

a development of the modeling theory must be accomplished to aid 

in the design of the testing facility and the control of the flow 

parameters. This section is concerned with the basic principles 

involved and the development o.f the similitude parameters rele-

vant to modeling a stratif'ied lake situation. 

Fluid flows, in general, are controlled by several types 

of forces. Among these are f'orces due to local accelerations, 

gravity, fluid friction··;' .rotation, and buoyancy of one part of 

the f'luid relative to another. It' a model 0£ a :fluid flow is 

truly to scale, the ratios o:f all these forces, to each other in 

the model must be the same as the corresponding ratios o:f the much 

larger :forces in the full-scale prototype. If this could be done 

then the properties or the :flow would be precisely the same in 

the model as in the prototype, and extrapolation :from one to the 

other could be confidently made, Unf'ortunately it is impossible 

to have every type of force in scale so that it is usual to select 

pairs of forces and to scale these correctly ignoring the others. 
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The selection of these pairs and thereby determination of the 

velocity, time, and density scales depends upon the purposes for 

which the model is made. 

In this study two lake models were constructed for testing 

purposes. One of which, model A, is intended to simulate the 

other, model B. Model A is geometrically similar to model B 

except the vertical dimensions are exaggerated to twice the scale 

of model B. Therefore in comparing the two hydraulic models 

three types of similarity must be appropriately utilized. 

The first type of similarity considered is that of geometry, 

where the ratios of corresponding linear dimensions of the com

pared systems should be equal. In thi.s open lake study this is 

largely imposed by the accuracy with which the models were con

structed. The next type of similarity is kinematic; this is 

where the ratios of the components of velocity at corresponding 

points of the two geometrically and kinematically similar systems 

are equal. The third similarity is dynamic, where the ratios of 

corresponding forces in the two geometricallyand kinematically 

similar systems are equal. 

It is necessary to develop the modeling laws applicable for 

the lake models which will yield similarity in these three areas. 

The approach taken in this study is that since the geometric 

similarity was imposed on the lake models by the design and con

struction methods, this factor will be constant throughout the 

experimental work. This leaves two types of similarity which 

must be met in order to acheive an accurate modeling between the 

lakes. The method employed here is to develop a modeling law 
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t11,-hich will yi,eld dynamic similarity between models. The modeling 

th~ory will be utilized in the development ot: the flow parameters 

for both mode.ls, These fl ow parameters will lead to a kinematic 

sim.i. l arity which can be experimentally verified. 

·ro achieve dynamic si .. milari ty between the model A and model 

B, the :ratio of the inert:i.al. and the active forces must be the 

same. To obta'fn a model law intended to give dynamical similarity 

it ls cnn.vi'l'.mt to compare corresponding elementary masses. 

'fhe active :forces applicable in this :tree surface hydraulic 

study are gravity, viscous friction 1 and sur.tace tensiono There-

fore to .form a basic model law applicable to this study, it must 

be assumE:,~:i that one nf these forces predominates. In this study 

gravity is taken as the active force that dominates the other 

forces. 

Using the MLT system o:f dimensions and inserting the dimen-

sions in brackf?ts, a mass M(M) undergoes a gravitational force 

Mt} (M.L.1'. ··2 ,. Density} p, is de.fined as mass per unit volume 

. . ~1 .. (M.L. · , • The ratio of inertial forces on the c:or.resp<>nding 

elementary masses as between t!lE! two models ( usi.ng here the 

smbscripts A a.nd U} is, 

wlu?re I, t, and u are chosen as characteristic length, ti.me in~ 

terva.1 ~ 11nd v,;~lor..i ty r.especti vely. The operation o:f taking 

j It = u does not affect the value o-£ the rati.o. 
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The ratio of the gravitational forces on the elements is 

Therefore for dynamic similarity, where the ratio of gravitational 

to inertial forces is maintained is, 

or 
u2 

B = ---= ---

which is the standard form 0£ the Froude Number, 

F = u/~ 

t;J.;. anci. 9:a are necessad,ly the same i:f a homogenous fluid is 

considered. 

ln this model study the f'luid is not considered homogenous, 

but stratified into layers of different densities. Therefore 

it is necessary to define a new gravitational constant that will 

take into consideration the different density layers. This is 

the Bffective gravitational constant, g', which is gAp/p, 

Now compad.ng the inertial and the gravitational :forces on 

characteristic ele!nents in a similar manner to that made in the 

derivation of the standard Froude number leads to a densimetric 

Froude r,umber, 

FA - --~u-. -~ 
( (Aplp ) g.Q)~ 

The derivation suggests that this may be used as a criterion 

o1: sim.ilad.ty ·for internal or differ.ehtial movement wi thift. bodies 
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of liquid tlhere internal. gravitational forces are considered to 

be the predominate active :forces. The different liqui.d masses 

in such systems are coupled; the displace11ent of one element or 

mass involves its replacement by another, 

The foregoing argument leading to the densimetric Froude 

number is concerned with the overall similarity of compared 

systems such as the twa lake models considered in this study. 

Such comparisons are, however, sometimes made on the basis of 

the Richardson number, Hi, although the Richardson number was 

originally intended as a criterion for the degree of local im-

pedance of turbulence by a stable and continuously varying 

strati . .fication. The derivation for a non-compressible fluid 

is given by Prandt,1 t_-2sJ and leads to, 

Ri. = - {g/o > do/dz 
(dU/d£} 

where dp/dz and dU/dz are density and velocity gradients res

pectively in the vertical (z.) direction. 

This has been developed into an "overall" form by taking a 

characteristic length (A ) over which the veloci tv varies by U 

and the density by p, thus giving, 

1SJI.P > <Ao/J > ... 
2 

< u..e> 
= - ~pk , 

2 pu 
-- -F =2 

- A 

It is however interesti.no to derive the model law for this 

study directly from energy concepts and using the idea of cor-

responding elements. The ratio of kinetic energy available for 
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mixing in the 1;:ompared systems, whether the motion of the ele-

ments represents an overall change of velocity of flow in either 

horizontal. or vertical directions, or the vertical fluctuations 

of eddying motion is, 

~ PA R3A u2A 

~Pa 13s u2a 

Still assuming similarity between the compared systems, if 

work is done against a density gradient by the movement of the 

elementary mass, the ratio as between the two models is, 

P. 3A gAA.PA IA 

13s 9a~ la 

Since the ratlo of work done should equal that of available energy, 

To obtain the Reynolds number model criterion in a simi-

lar manner, it is assumed that viscous active forces predominate 

and the ratios of the acti.ve f'orces o.ra Corresponding elementary 

masses are equated with the ratios of Ute inertial :forces o 

PA u2 A 12,. 

f's 02a i?s 

µ.A (6U/6Q) A Q2A = .. _, ...,,r,_ 

JJ.s (ou1c5..q)a 12a 

where\,l-is the coef:ficient of viscosity (or dynam.ic:: \d.scosity) 

de£ined by I"' = µ.. du/dy, I"' being the shearing stress per unit of 



area for a laminar :flc1w gradient dx/dy a.t right angles to the 

''surface" considered, o U/61 is the chosen ve'loci ty gradient in 

the corr,pared dynamically similar systems, Therefore 

Hence 

PA 02A R2A _µA uA/ .RA Q2A 
-= or = 

P11 °2a R2a 1-'-a UB/ Js 12a 
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where -,t ls thf:'! kint>matic viscosity, µIp, thi..s being the Reynolds 

number criterion. Rearranging these model criteria and taking 

UH~ squant .r-ooir in the case of the Froude number , 

BA g' A\ ip.~ -ll'.:----· 
0a 91 a~ Js~ 

-v-:~. ~B ·~ ·~-~ ....... -
..,..B JA 

To satisf9 both criterion 

whl:.':r.1:< 

Froude or Richardson nwnber 
model criterion 

Reynolds number model criterion 



can be termed the Froude-Reynolds number, FR, and specifically 

in this case the densitnetric Froude-Reynolds number, Fl).R. 

16 

From this theoretical development' it is shown that for the 

models to be similar then the Froude or Richardson number criterion 

must be the same for both. Also the Reynolds number criterion 

must be the same for each model. It then follows that the den

simetric Froude-Reynolds number will also be the same for both 

model A and model B. 

Utilizing these model parameters, then each lake model's 

variable parameters can be adjusted accordingly to achieve an 

equality in the model criterion. These variables are the density 

differences, which accot"di.ngly vary the effective gravitational 

constant for each model, and the int'low velocity for each model. 

The characteristic length,-', utilized in the theoretical 

development is taken to be the depth of the model considered, d. 

With this parameter held constant due to the design of the models, 

the limits of the range of equal modeling parameters are deter

mined by the experimental procedures utilized in obtaining the 

density differences and the inflow rates. These conditions were 

basically limited by the design of the experimental apparatus. 



CHAPTBR III 

EXPERIMENTAL TBCHNIQUBS 

This chapter presents the details of the laboratory facili

ties, the lake models, the flow visuali.zation technique and the 

collection and reduction methods. The e::kperimental procedure 

and testing 111ethods are also described. 

t..ak.e Models and Inflow System 

Two lake models were constructed for experimentally deter

mining the validity of the vertical scale exaggeration concept. 

Both models were constructed from ~-inch ple:xiglas, to allow ob

servation of the bulk of' the lake model's volume. Figure 1 shows 

a sketch of the experimental set~up, with the lake model shown in 

the center. 

Both lake models are ei.cght :feet in length and have a bori

~ontal dimension of eighteen inches. The vertical dimension is 

twelve inche-s :for the f?j<aggerated scale model and :dx ililches for 

the na:tural scale .lake,! lllOdeL l'his is a Vf-'.!rtical exaggeration of 

twice th,? nai:uiral scale of model B. The lakes axe designed to 

have a ·water depth of six and three inches respect.h,ely. 

Both lak~ models have their own support stands which are 

identical in size and construction. Each lake model has an 

inlet contour molded into the upstream portion o~ the model vol-

, ., 
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unu~ ., Th<~ c~Jntour~ a.re of arbitrary shape, Vi rep r~isent a.n 

idealized 1,:\.ke bottom ccmtaur, Both contours a.te geom"'t.riC".al ly 

similar with only the vertical dimension exaggerated in the large 

model to coinci.de with the proper simulati.on of the total lake's 

similarity. 

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the inflow system and the 

dye injection system. Three 45 gallon plastic storage tanks are 

set o.n the upper deck of the laborato.ry to yield the required 

head necessary for the flow system to operate by gravity feed. 

The three storage ta.nk.s. .feed directly to the control panel, 

which is a central 1.ocati.on of all valves and flow meters uti-

:~ i.zed in the pn\j f.•ct . 

The flow lines for ·the entire system are made from either 

Polyvinyl Chloride (P.VoCo) pipe, ~-inch in diameter or \-inch 

rubber garden hose to minimize the corrosion problem inherent with 

saline solutions. The valves utilized for the storage tank lines~ 

the fresh water l.in<~ and the drain are all made of stainless 

steel. and brass for the same reason, 

'X'.l'te val Ve$ .from the dit:f erent water sources are connected 

to a r11anif1.,ld ~:0<:nstru-cted ()f ~-inch P~v.c. pipe and the out.f"low 

f:t.:mt 'll:his manL·«,·ld is connected to a plastic ;2-inch gate valve 

·for tlow c(»ntr(l}] ! tht~n through a Fi $ber~Porter preci.sion bore 

rotanwte-r with a flow 'UJ'!!ifJe f:rclm 0,2 GPM to 2.0 GPM. From the 

:flowmeter the .flow is introduced to the inlet channel entrance 

pipe .. 

The inflo#ing fluid enters the inlet channel which is shown 
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in Figure 3. The inlet channel width can be varied from a maxi

mum of two inches to a minimum ot one inch width through the use 

ot ~-inch plexiglas inserts. 

The flow then leaves the inlet channel and flows into the 

lake model upstream section. This is the section of the lake 

model that contains the contour of the lake bottom. The contours 

are constructed from \-inch fiberboard laminated to form the 

desired shape, then contoured to achieve geometric similarity. 

The interior portion of the lake models as well as the contours 

are sealed with a clear silicone sealing compound to ensure that 

the models are watertight. 

The outflow end of the lake model has a weir attachment 

installed. The weir attachment is designed to accomodate ei'ther 

a flat edge {or straight edge) weir or a V-notch weir. The ar

rangement allows variation in the vertical direction to insure 

proper lake depths. The weir system has a calibration system 

embossed on its surface to allow readings ot the outflow rate. 

11'1.ow Visualization 

To visualize the flow patterns of the different inflows into 

the stratified lake models, a dye injection system was constructed. 

A dye container was positioned by the control panel on a movable 

stand, to allow a variation in the gravity head for the dye sys

tem. The dye container was fitted with a small ball valve on 

the bottom side to allow regulation in the dye t ltow rate. The 

dye was then transmitted through 1/8 inch plastic tubing to a 

large hypodermic needle. The needle was inserted into the 
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desired storage tank flow line for dye i.njection into the flow. 

T'his arrangement was designed to allow complete mixing o.f 

the dye with the inlet fluid before it reached the lake :inlet:, 

and also to allow the i.nflow flu:i.d in the storage tank to be 

kej.lt clear, This was necessary because for each experimental 

test, the selected inflow f'luid was introduced into the lake model 

in the un-dyed form until the flow became developed, thus allowing 

the dye traced :fluid to be introduced that would accurately visua~ 

lize the flow pat·tern. 

Data Collection System 

To record the dye=traced f'lcw patterns or the various inflows 

a photograpbtc system was devised to record all pertinent infor

mation of the flow field. Since the lake models were constructefl 

o:f transparent; pl f!1ti.9las, visual observation of the :flow patterns 

could be made from both a. top and a side view. Utilizing a 3Smm 

Ashia Pentax single lens reflex ca.mera all pertinent data was 

recorded on a. single frame 0£ f'ilm for a certain period of time 

during the experimental test. 

'fhi.s was accomplished b:, means of mirror systems shown in 

Figure 4. Two mirror systems ,Ne.re utiltzed, one .t'or the top 

view and one for the side view 01.' the test section. The top 

mirror system consisted of a 24 X 36 incb double plated mirror 

inclined at a 45° angle. The side mirror system c<>nsi.sted of. 

four 8 X 24 inch mirrors so arranged as to yield the same focal 

length for both t;he side and the top view. 

T'he 35mm camera was positioned approximately twelve feet 
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from the l,tt.ke model o.n a tri.pod. A 1 SOmm lens •as used to el imi ~ 

nate the depth of field problem :inherent i.n this type of optical 

arrangement. The film used was Kodax TX-135 and P>kl35, w-i.tb 

ASA numbers of 400 and 125 respectivelyo 

The lighting arrangement for the photographic set-up con

sisted of a tour bulb £luorescent light as a back light for the 

side view ot the lake model. Three 300 watt photoflood lights 

were positioned on the top and the bottom of the model to provide 

adequate illumination. 

Both lake models had a grid pattern attached to the side 

surfaces with 1/16 inch black circuit tape to yield a grid pattern 

of one inch squares to aid in the determination of the location 

of the dye patterns. A similar grid system was used on the bot

tom of the lake models. Placed on the top of the side mirror 

system was a data information board and a digital timing clock 

with a readout in seconds. 

A typical photograph recorded both a top view and a side 

view of the lake flow pattern at one time. By taking a series 

of photographs at approximately one to twa second intervals a 

complete record of the flow pattern was recorded for each test. 

D~ta Reduction Techni.que 

Bach test sequence was appro:,d.mately 20 photographs in 

length. The film was developed in the labo.ratory darkroom, and 

checked to determine i.f all test results were recorded properly 

and if the test conditions were met. 

It the developed film was suitable for data purposes, 
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enlargements were made of all the frames of each test film roll. 

The enlargements were usually four by five inch prints, but on 

occasion when the flow pattern was unusual or unique, the prints 

were made at a larger size, usually eight by ten inch prints. 

The prints of each run sequence were inspected to verify 

that all test data was shown and in proper focus. Then each 

print was analyzed and the dye front trace was determined from 

the dye front pattern against the reference grid system and the 

location of points was recorded in terms of vertical and hori

zontal positions. This method was utilized for both the top 

and the side view. 

After the dye front profiles for each photograph (at suc

cessive periods of time in the test) were recorded, velocity 

profiles were calculated from this data. This was accomplished 

through the use of a velocity computation program that is out

lined in Appendix B. The program is rather simple and is used 

with the Hewlett-Packard series 9820 computer. 

The velocity at a given location is determined by the stand

ard time of flight technique. The test photographs record the 

dye front traces at a number of successive positions in the 

.flow.field. The velocity at the point 0£ interest is then com

puted from the data obtained from the two dye fronts which are 

in sequence ahead and behind the selected location. A collection 

of the velocities at specified points was obtained through the 

use of this computing method. The data was then plotted as non

dimensional velocity versus non-dimensional distance for speci~ied 
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Iocati ons dovm the Ie·ngth of the lake model. Figu'te S i.s a. typ

ical example oi a side view velocity profile plot obtained in 

the deeper lake model. 

Thes,~ velocity profile olots were obtained for both models 

tor the same test configuration and combi.ned to yield a compara ... 

tive plot: o.f both the individual. veloci.ty profiles at the smae 

spec:i.fied location. 'Ibis was the method employed to determi.ne 

whetbt?r ·the two lake models were sim:U.ar to each other for the 

test configuration chosen. 

'!'he exp.-n··i.n:1'-"ntal proc~ure consi.sts o.f. t.he 1methods used to 

deter.mine bc-iw t.he vari.ous control parameters ;:,.re determined and 

how th•;y ace int1rnduc,;~d i.r.rto the lake models, itlso the testing 

sequence is outlined ;vith discussion of various pr;ints that are 

considered signifl.cant ., 

'lbu t(:>st:ing pro,,1ram was df~v~loped from thtt>. basic theory 

presented in Chapt,?r l l, Ct>n~idedn9 th1.:~ shallow lake nmdel, a 

dtinsity stt'ati t'ic.ati cm con:f:i tJUr,atJ on ~.s d • .:1te·rmined l.\tt th rE>9ard$ 

to the number of levl}ils lay<~t's of fl1.1dds ru:w:ded along \>ittth the 

density va,lue of each ~tayt\r. l.n t~e small J.3-k(>. :it was essential 

to develop a stratiti.cat:ion scheme th-:i\t uti:li2a~d the larg"="'st 

spread avallable 1.n. densi.ty d:iff~:rencf.~, Sinc(t sodium chiorlde, 

i. ,e,. j salt, was used as the density al tedng agent, the maximum 

density range was from 62.4 pounds per cubic foot to 63,6 p;..,unds 

per cubic .foot. l'he large range was necessar-1, in light of 

trying to develop the same Richardson number and the same Froude& 

Reynolds number f'or both models. Recalllng from the development 



of the modeling theory that the Richardson number, 

RT= u 

and the Reynolds number in this study is taken to be, 

UH 
R =-:p-

which leads to the overall Froude-Reynolds number, 

FAR = (q' )~ (H)3/2 
"'iwl 

The effective gravitational constant is defined as, 

g' = g .. 
p 

and the densimetric velocity is, u4 = (g'H)~. 

Therefore, for the models to have the same Richardson and the 
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same densimetric Froude-Reynolds number, the only paraJDeter that 

is variable is the effective gravitational constant, g•. This 

is because the depths, H, are set for both models by the model 

construction. It is then obvious that for the small model to 

have the same similitude parameters as the large model, the density 

range of the small model must be as large as possible to allow 

for the small density ranges needed for the large model. Due to 

the limitation in accurately measuring the density of the fluids 

by means of a hydrometer, a minimum density range that can be 

tolerated is fr0111 62.4 pounds per cubic foot to 62.53 pounds per 
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cubic foot. 

Due to these limits in the density ranges only two basic 

configurations of lake model stratification could be imposed on 

either model. The other flow parameter controlled was the inflow 

velocity. This was controlled by means of the flowmeter mounted 

on the control panel. By setting a desired inlet width and 

lake depth, the flow rate could be adjusted to yield the desired 

inflow velocity. 

The testing sequence consisted of determining the desired 

lake densities and loading the separate storage tanks accordingly. 

This was done by filling the storage tank with fresh water and 

adding the proper weight of salt to the water. The solution was 

then mixed and a by/ roti'ieter reading was taken to determine the 

specific gravity of the solution. When the desjred density was 

reached the solution was allowed to set for one hour and mea

suiements were taken at 15 minute intervals to insure that the 

the correct density was obtained. All required density solutions 

were made up in this manner. 

The lake model was filled with fresh tap water initially 

and allowed to set for a period of three to eight hours. This 

was to let all initial turbulence in the model die out. A 

temperature measurement and a speci£ic gravity measurement was 

made of the lake model. It the density of. the lake model was 

different than the desired density, the solutions made up in 

the storage tanks were changed to yield the proper densit)" dif

terenas n,cpiired for the test. When the lake had settled and 
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the densities were correct, the heavier density fluid was then 

introduced into the lake model through the inlet hydraulic system. 

This was done at the flow rate desired for the test to check the 

inlet depth and lake level for the correct set-up of the test 

conditions. It any discrepancies were noted they were corrected 

at this time. After the desired depth of the heaviest inflow 

solution was reached the .flow was shut off and the lake was 

allowed to settle .for approxi.mately one hov.r. lf' another density 

layer was required, it was then introduced into the model at this 

time. The introduction of the heavier solutions into the fresh 

water at relatively low flow rates resulted in very little mix

ing between the density layers and yielded a stratified lake 

model in a relatively short period of time. 

The test was initiated by turning the lighting system on. 

The proper flowmeter setting was then made to start the .flow of 

the desired solution into the inlet section of the lake model. 

The inflow was allowed to run for a period of 20 seconds, this 

was determined by previous tests that determined when the inflow 

became developed and the initial transient conditjon passed. 

When the flow was considered developed the dye injection 

system was turned on, introducing a dye, usually red or green 

:food coloring, into the inflow :fluid. When the c:\yed fluid pro~ 

gressed to the inlet exit, the timing clock was initiated. 

Photographs o:f the flow pattern were then taken as soon as the 

dye-traced fluid entered the test section. The test section was 

at a position of 28 inches to 46 inches down the length of the 

lake model trom the inlet. The photographs were taken at one 
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to tw<> second intervals. This was c<>ntinued until the flow had 

passed out of the test section. 

When the test. ~s in progress measurements of the inflow 

rate, the inlet depth and the depth of the lake were continuously 

monitored. Also readings were taken o.f the outflow rate at the 

weir exit. 

At the conclusion of the test, 'tile dye injection system and 

the inflow were discontinued. The. lake model was then drained 

and flushed with fresh water to remove any saline solution that 

was left. The storage tank system was also drained and flushed. 

The equipment was then ready for the next test. 

When ·the other lake model was to be used i.n the next· test, 

the model in place was removed and the other model moved into 

it's place, then leveled and connected to the hydraulic system. 

The lake model was then :filled with fresh water and the flow 

parameters for the next test were then set. This was done by 

the adjustment of the outlet weir to obtain the desired lake 

model depth. Also the inlet channel was aligned and tested to 

check 't'or misalignaent. which would result in improper inflow. 

Then the test~lng procedure was again repeated. 



CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

'?his chapter presents the e~perimental data obtained from 

various density inflows into the two stratified lak':! models. 

Briefly, the experiments can be classified in the following way. 

Mean velocity profiles were obtained by plotting the instantaneous 

velocities at specified distances down the lake models for a numc 

ber of experimental tests and taking simple averages. 

Experiments were performed on the two lake models at the same 

Richardson and Reynolds numbers. Since the only parameter that 

was different was the extent of vertical scale exaggeration this 

provided a critical test concept ot vertical scale exaggeration. 

Table I is a summary of the test conditions and the data ac

quired during this study. It should be noted that each test was 

conducted repeatedly to yield a number of instantaneous velocity 

points at each selected location. The number of individtll.al runs 

in each test is indicated in the table. 

Mean Velocity Profiles 

Mean velocity profiles were determined from composite plots 

of the velocity points obtained from the dye front photographso 

Figures 6 through 12 indicate the mean velocity pro£iles deter= 

mined £or the selected locations down the length of the lake 
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models. ·rhe V"ii.loci..t.v plots were non-dimensional so as to yield a 

comparative profile between the models. As shown i.n Table l 

the. tr,st ser'ies B refers to the same test rep~~ated on the shallow, 

6 i.nch depth model three times. This test was used as the base 

data in this study. Test A was the experiment on the deep lake 

model, which was tested at the same Richardson and Reynolds num

ber as the shallow lake model. 

The test section interval starts at a position 34 inches 

frum the inlet and continues down the lake model for 24 inches. 

Th(! locations selected for determination of velocity profiles 

start at the 34 inch location and continue in two inch increments 

to 42 lnchP.s. Thi':'o 't~5t s,r~ction yields initially part of the 

mixing zone and also part of the stable zone of :flow. 

Th,h:H:t v,dc>city Jn'cl!Ues can then be used to indicate the 

df.'~Hf,•e of s·im:i.J l tud'-? t">btained between the lake models .for the 

va.dous test cc,ndi. tions, as described in Chapter III. A dis

cus::.ion of these p:r<J.files and their significance is presented in 

Chapter V of this report, 

Measurement of the velocity at the spec:i.fi.ed locations was 

di.fficult due to the design of the data a.cquisi.tion system which 

severly reduced the accuracy ot the measurements. The end result 

of this system was that the .ilow s.ituation was recorded on film 

which when en"§arged to the largest size (this was determined by 

the resoluttofit) 1 l..,cations of tlH~ dyi.'l' front could only be made 

within one t er.th of .~n inch. Since the dye f ront,s were rtlf~1er 

more than two lnches in height only twenty-four positions could 

be taken, which r,1sults in basically a rough outline o.f the 



TABLE I 

TESTING PROGRAM DATA 

_____ ._..,.,,_-,._ .. .,. ___ ... ___ __,, ·=·-- -=-- -- -·~ 

Total Inlet Density Flow Inlet 
Depth Depth Di.f.ference Rate Velocity 

La.lee <}it> (H.) M (Q) v. 'rs: 
1 1 F~R 

Test Number Model {in) {in) p (GPM) (:ft/sec) 

-----------·----··-··--~.--~' ---------·---- ------· -~ 

A Deep 6 \ 0.00118 0.578 0.3714 2.695 6892.00 

-------~-- --.-.......-~--~,---"""' ,.,,_,,_.....,_._ ... _-=~---""·--"· ------------- -~· -
B Shallow 3 \ 0.00943 o.sa 0.744 2.695 6892.02 

·------------ ~· -

w 
0 



velocity pattern. Since the in:tlow fluid was in the turbulent 

region the data points collected for each test showed a wide 
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range of velocities. The only m.ethod to determine a mean velocity 

profile from this type of data was to repeat the same test con

ditions a number of times to yield a composite plot of velocity 

data, and from this a mean velocity profile could be obtained. 

It should be noted that this method is very rough and the amount 

of time needed to complete a velocity profile is excessive. 

Dye Front Profiles 

From the photographic data obtained during the test program, 

a record of the dye .front profi.les was obtained for each test. 

It is interesting to develop a comparative plot of these dye 

fronts at selected locations and times, to yield insight into 

the mechanism of the inflow fluid. Figures 13 through 17 are 

comparative plots of the nondimensionalized dye frorn; profiles 

between tests A and B. It was observed that it was necessary 

to dye the inflowing flu:f.d in order to be able to distinguish 

between the different density fluids. To the eye and to the 

camera, the dye colored water is dominant over the undyed water 

existing in the lake model. 

The tests were made for both cases o:t dye coloring~ for the 

case as menti.oned above and for the case of having two distinct 

density layers in the lake model at different colors and a clear 

inflow fluid. This method resulted in photographs which yield 

an unsatisfactory record of the flow situation. This was due to 

the dilution of the lake dyes with the incoming :fluid yielding 
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a varying color scheme between the two initial lake layers, and 

inaccurate recordings of the inflow profiles. 

Al though the differential coloring method is unsuitable o'L 

recording the :flow data on black and white film it yields inter

esting data when visually observed. The degree o.f mixing be

tween the different density layers can be observed and the types 

of flow patterns also can be seen. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Considerable effort has been devoted to determining if the 

flow in the tw<> lake'Dlodels is similar when the vertical scale 

o:f one model is exaggerated. By using the nondimensional para

meters of Richardson and the Froude-Reynolds numbers as the basis 

of the modeling criteria, experimental tests were made to deter

mine the vaHdity of this concept. In this chapter some o~ the 

experimental evidence is discussed including the various aspects 

or the inflow patterns as related to inflow rates, slope dis

tortion, mixing rat.es of the fluid, and density variation. 

Discussion of Visual Observations 

The pri.mary in.formation i.n this investigation is the time 

sequenced photographs of dye-traced inflow :flui.ds. As seen in 

Figures 13 through 17, which are comparative plots of the dye 

front profiles for test A and B :for: selected locations, there is 

a diff'erence in the flowfields of the two tests. If vertical 

scale exaggeration had no effect on the flow:fields (suitably 

nondimens:lonalized) there wauld be no difference in the data from 

tests A and B since they ar:e run at the same Richardson and 

Reynolds numbers. The gross features of the flow.fields are simi

lar, for example in both cases the inflow tends to "lens" out 
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over the denser layer. However there are some noticeable dif· 

ferences indicating the similarity is not exact. In test B, the 

shallow model with the larger density difference, inter:facial 

waves are observed at the lower inter:face. But in the upper 

interface there is the predominance o:f the :force o:f gravity which 

increases the slope o:f the inflow fluid and this tends to dampen 

the inter:facial wave growth. 

Browand and Winant L-10,.:i have described this mechanism in 

their paper on laboratory observations of instabilities o:f shear 

layers in stratified :fluids. As observed in the lake models, 

there are initially instabilities introduced into the intlow 

fluid when it reaches the density interface in the lake model. 

The inflow :fluid acting under a gravitational force increases 

its inertial energy as it :flows down the contour slope. When 

the fluid reaches the density il\ter:face the buoyancy forces tend 

to counteract the inertial :forces, which introduces instabilities 

into the inflow :fluid. This area in the lake model is r~erred 

to as the mixing ~one. In this stratified shear layer the in

stability is redistributed along the interface. This redis

tribution generates interfacial waves, which can be noted in the 

dye front profiles. These interfacial waves and the residual 

turbulence decay and the shear flows approach laminar state. 

This can also be seen in the dye :front profiles at distances 

£arther down the lake model. This instability is related to the 

Richardson number of the inflow, w.lth a higher Richardson number 

being more stable than a smaller Richardson number. 
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Also ob5e-r-wed in th.i-s model study was the development of 

0 rol.lers 11 :in t:he :i.nflo~ :fluid, These 11rollers•1 .were the rolling 

up o:f the inflo'IM fluid about a horizontal axis oriented towards 

the side oi the lake model. ".t'hi!!. observation was not evident 

from the photographs of the lake models but could be seen visual

ly., These 11 rolle:rs" were quite large 1n both tests and did not 

appear to be !'d.mi:1.ar. Various at t~mpts to reproduce these "rol

lers" were not successful. This leads to 'th~ reasoning that 

these are not reproducible and therefore the :flow will not be 

similar in this respect. 

Due to the method o:f coloring the in:flow :fluid only tip 

velocities can be obtained :for any one location and internal 

veloci t.ies are prevented from be:ing obt:ai ned :from thi.s coloring 

scheme. As regards mi~ing actions, two types were noted. At 

the tip, e:specia1Jy the underLlow tip, there was a rolling up 

process si.mU.ar to that i:.hown by Prandtl ts 1952 il.lust:rations 

t.C2s-/. 'fhis was observed when the interface was otherwise 

completely smooth, wh'lLeh suggests laminar conditions of .flow at 

the interface at least, in some cases the "r~oller" was seen 

quite distinctly as 1J1 P:randt:J 's ideali:z:ed :figu.rE:,. As the i.n~ 

ereas:i.ng 0£ depth or otf initial density di.fl'e:rence, or bt,th, led 

to•rds mo1·e tu:rbtdef!it c(,ndi.tions, the roUing layers no longer 

appeared to .havt? di!g;tiract: ex1st:ence, but the gefieral pattern or 

movement seemed t<> be the same. 

The other type ot mixing action which was clearly observed, 

occurred behind the tip of the inflow profile 11 when the depth 

and density difference were sueb to give values ot FAR, of the 
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order of S,000 or less. lnterfacial waves, on the point ot 

breaking, were observed in the region behind the underflow front 

in the inflows of the smaller lake model. When the F 1:1 ·R was 

slightly increased, breaking of the waves could be seen and on 

further increase the individual waves could no longer be dis

tinguished. The gene.ral impression gained by the author after 

watching many experiments, was that the turbulent mixing between 

the density l~yers grew more intense with increasing values of 

FAR. 

This type of interfacial wave formation was also noted by 

Bl.lison and Turner L-12,J as occurring behind the nose of an 

underflow layer progressing down a slight slope. It seemed 

reasonable to assume that similar. waves could be obtained behind 

an inflow front, though such were not actually observed. 

Another interesting observation was that due to the exag

geration of the vertical scale the contour in the deeper model 

i.s distorted. This distortion appears to be a critical factor 

in the design of the exaggerated scale model, This is because 

when the slope of the contour is greater than seven degrees the 

inflow tends to become detached from the contour surface. This 

results in a flow pattern in the deeper model which does not 

model the shallow model's flow pattern. 

Similarity ot Flowfields 

utilization of the Richardson and the Froude-Reynolds number 

as the basis tor the development of the model parameters between 

the lake models is one of the main aspects of this report. From 
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~hP. experimental data it can be noted that there is some simi

larity between the mean velocity profiles and the dye front 

traces for the tests in the deep and shallow models which were 

run at the same Richardson and Reynolds number. It is believed 

that due to the inaccuracy of the data collection system, that 

there can be.no definite conclusions drawn, outside of the fact 

that the flow patterns tend to be similar but not exactly so. 

In the figures noted for comparison, the velocity profiles can 

be seen to differ between tests in both a vertical dispiacement 

as w~ll as a horizontal displacement. This is probably due to 

the slight variations in the test conditions, but for a genera

lized view this is not considered critical. The basic infor

mation to be incu,;red from the comparative plots o:f both the 

velocity profiles and the dye front traces is that when vertical 

scale exaggeration is used, the flow patterns are closed but 

not exactly similar. 

The intersurface phenomena occurring is thought to be not 

as dependent on total depth of the lake as originally stated in 

the development of the Richardson number. Perhaps it would be 

best to base the Richardson number on a characteristic length 

of a horizontal dimensi.on. No def'ini te statement can be made 

on this point with the results obtained in this study. There

fore it is suggested the further investigation of this area be 

considered and it is possible the comparison of' the two types of 

investigati.ons would lead to additional insight into this phe

nome~a. This work might be directed in such a way as to vary 

the Richardson number over a wi.de range and utilize both a 
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horizontal and a vertical characteristic length. 

Due to the limited amount of data and also the limited 

variations attempted, no positive statements as to the validity 

of the vertical scale exaggeration can be made. But it is 

worthwhile to describe the observati_9n noted during the testing 

and this leads to a better understanding of the problems in-

• volved in the use of an exaggerated scale model. 

As the data tentatively indicated, there is a degree of 

similarity achieved between the two lake models when the test 

conditions are set in accordance with the Richardson and Froude

Reynolds nwnber criteria. Since both geometric and dynamical 

similarity were imposed on the models, then this indication of 

similarity between velocity profiles also tends to indicate a 

degree of similarity between the kinematic aspects of the flow 

in both models. 



CHAPTBR VI 

St.NMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

The objectives of this study were to experimentally deter-

mine the validity of the concept of vertical scale exaggeration 

with stratified lake models. This was developed by establishing 

a modeling technique and visualizing the flow of an incoming 

fluid of an intermediate density to the two densities of the 

lake model stratification layers. 

Numerous tests were carried out with both photographic 

recording of the flow and visual observation of the tests. The 

photographic data showed in some detail -the inter.facial wa"es, 

the rolling motion of the inflow front, and the mixing and dis-

persion patterns of the various tests. 

Comparisons of the mean velocity pro.files for the various 

tests were made to determine whether the lake models indicated 

kinematic similarity. Also dye front profiles were recorded to 

outline the major £low characteristics of the inflows. Visual 

observations of the many experiments were made to yield an in-

sight into the f'low mechanism that could not be properly recorded 

by the photographic system utilized in this report. 

The problem inherent to vertical scale exaggeration, slope 
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distorti.on, is dis.cussed and the effects of this di.stortion are 

critical. to an fil!xact modeling of. the lake models. 

Conclusions 

The conclusions of this study may be stated as follows: 

1. Modeling a stratifi.ed lake according to the Richardson 

and·· Froude-Reynolds number concept:, a degree of similarity can 

be obtained for a model. utilizing vertical scale exaggeration. 

2. To properly model a stratified lake when vertical scale 

exaggeration is used requires cautious design in regard to the 

distortion inherent in the exaggeration. In this study the dis

torti.on factor ..as i.ntrf:':,duced in the contours and leads to a 

non-.simUarity of flow patterns. :r.he critical. factor was that 

when the contour slope exceeded seven degre.es the flow became 

detached wnich was prio:c to the point that would have modeled 

the shallow model. 

3. there appears to be a rolling motion in the inflow 

which is qu·i te large in structure and is non-r~roducible bet.ween 

the models. '.l'bi.s i.s considered to verify that there exists a 

dissimilarity betWE?l!fll the lake models tested. 

4. Further in'l!estigation needs to be made into the con ... 

siderati.on of developing a modeling techni.que based on a hori= 

zontal length instead ot a ~ertical length for use as the 

characteristic distance parameter. 
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APPENDIX B 

COMPtn'BR PROGRAM LISTll'G 

This prograa is utilized with the Hewlett-Packard 29088 
desk computer. 

00 PRT "DBI.TA TIMS"; PRT "CALCULATIONS"; 80-A; SPC 2 /. 
01 BNr "TIMB( MIN. ) R 80::." , R.30 ; BH1 R81 , R82 , R83 , R84, RBS, R86, 

R87 , . R88 , R89 /. 
02 PRT "DBLTA TIMB ="; SPC 1 /. 
03 A + l ~ A /. 
04 1 * (RA - R(A - l)) - R( A - 10) /. 
OS FXO O; PRT A - 79 /. 
06 FLT; PRT R(A - 10); SPC 1 /. 
07 IF A = 89; GTO 9 /. 
08 .GTO .3 /. 
09 SPC S; .BNT ''Y POSITION =", RSO; PRT 11FOR POSITION Y =", RSO; 

SPC 51' 
10 16 + A; PRT·"DBLTA X"; PRT "CALCtLATIONS"; SPC 2 /. 
11 BNT "X POSITION( IN. }1?16=0 , Rl6; .8Nt Rl 7, Rl8, Rl9, R20, R21, 

R22, R23, R24, R2S /. 
12 PRT 0 DBLTA X =11 ; SFC 1 /. 
13 A + 1 .. A /. 
14 RA - R(A - 1) - R(A - 10) /. 
lS FXD O; P~T A - 15/. 
16 FLT; PRT R(A - 10); SPC 1 /. 
17 IF A= 25; GTO 19 /. 
18 GTO 13 /. 
19 SPC S /. 
20 6 + A; PRT "VBLOCITY"; PRT "CALCULATIONS"; SPC 2 /. 
21 70 ~ B /. 
22 PRT "VBLOCITY ="; SPC l /. 
23 A.+ 1 ~ A /. 
24 B+l+Bt 
25 RA/RB J R(B - 41) /. 
26 FXD O; PRT A - 5 /. 
27 FLT; PRT R(B - 41); SPC 1 /. 
28 IF A= 15; GTO 30 /. 
29 GTO 23 /. 
30 SPC S .,l 
31 PRT "AV.BRAGS V.BLOCITY"; PRT "COORDINATBS"; SPEC 2/. 
32 6 + A.,l 
33 t + 1 - A/. 



34 R(A + 9) + RA/2 ~ X ,l 
35 FXD O; PRT A - 5,l 
36 FLT; PRT X; SPC lj 
37 IF A= 15; GTO 39,l 
38 GTO 33,l 
39 SPC 5; 29 + A; ENT R51,l 

64 

40 PRT HDIMBNSIONLESS"; PRT ''VELOCITY AT"; PRT "POINTS ABOV'R"; 
SPC 2,l 

41 PRT "DIMENSIONLESS"; PRT "VELOCITY="; SPC 2,I 
42 A + 1 + A,l 
43 RA/RSI - R(A + 10),l 
44 FXO 0 1 PRT A+ 28/. 
45 FLT; PRT R(A + 10); SPC 1,t 
46 IF A= 38; GTO 48/. 
41 GTO 42,t 
48 SPC c;; PRT "FOR NEW Y VALUEt"; PRT "PUSH RUN PROGRAM"; 

PRT '"THEN ENTER 1 ",t 
49 SPC 3; PRT "FOR FINAL VEL"; PRT "CAL.CUL., PUSH"; PRT "RUN 

PROGRAM AND" ; PRT "ENT ER 2" /. 
50 DSP "READ TAPE"; STP ,l 
51 ENT A/. 
52 IF A= l; GTO 9/. 
53 SPC s,t 
54 PRT "FINAL VELOCITY"; PRT "CALCULATIONS11 ; SPC 2,l 
SS liNT R94, R95, R96, R97, ~8.,t 
56 ENT "Y POSITION=", Y,l 
51 (R95 - R94)*((R96 - R97)/(R98 - R97)) + R94 + C,l 
58 SNT "NON DIM PARAM =", Z.,( 
59 Y/Z ~ RS2 ,l 
60 PRT "Y*=", R52,l 
61 PRT "V*=", C,t 
62 SPC 1,l 
63 GTO 55,l 
64 STP ,l 
65 END,' R272 
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